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Most readers of Current Contents~
are research scientists in the life and
physical sciences. A significant number
are interested in the social or behavioral
sciences. In addition, there is an impor-
tant group of readers who work directly
in the social sciences. Some day we hope
to demonstrate by detailed “connectivi-
ty” studies how important the social
sciences are in the conduct not only of
research in biomedicine, but also in pro-
viding answers to important policy issues
in the physical sciences.

Several of our journal citation studies
have uncovered links between the social
and natural sciences. For example, an
analysis of citation patterns in anthro-
pology journals revealed a close rela-
tionship between anthropology and hu-
man anatomy, biology, genetics, and
dentistry. 1In the early days, Science Ci-
tation Index@ (SCF ) covered fields—
like psychology—at the border between
the social and natural sciences. How-
ever, when we created a separate file
called Social Sciences Citation Index’a
(SSCP ),2 the majority of journals in
these borderline fields were assigned to
either SCZ or SSC1. Although psychol-
ogy journals were assigned to SSC1, SC1
still covers those major journals in this
and other borderline fields.

My first paper on the need for a cita-
tion index in the social and behavioral
sciences was published in 1964.3 It
wasn’t until 1973 that ISI@ launched
SSC1 to meet that need.z However, we
eventually extended SSCI coverage back
to 1966. These and subsequent annual

JUly 2, 1984

volumes now provide coverage of two
million journal articles, books, and book
chapters from 1966 to 1983 and the 20
million references they cited. We also
plan to publish an 1l-year cumulation
for SSCI covering 1955-1965 to match
its chronological coverage with the
1955-1964 SCI cumulation we recently
published.~

Since their inception, both SCZ and
SSCI were recognized by information
scientists and sociologists as important
tools to help study the history, evohs-
tion, and sociology of science. Some of
these potential uses were forecast as ear-
ly as 1955.5 Although the sociometric
and other nonbibliographic uses of
citation indexes may one day exceed
their use for information retrieval,
the primary purpose of SCI, SSCI, and
Arts & Hu inanities Ci~ation Index ‘w
(A&HCI ‘M)is to help you search the lit-
erature. As I stressed recently, there is a
continuing need to educate scholars in
these uses. b

The basic function of any well-de-
signed index ought to be readily self-evi-
dent. But there are numerous strategies
for searching which can turn the index
into an active and dynamic research
tool. While I have recently reviewed
these strategies for sCZ,G it is equally im-
portant to review these methods as they
apply to the social sciences.

For those of you who prefer a briefer
review, turn to the summary table enti-
tled “How to use the Social Sciences
Citation Index (SSCZ)” at the end of this
essay.
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Before discussing details, let me point
out some of the differences between
SSCI and conventional subject indexes.
In the traditional indexing or cataloging
process, indexers or bibliographers as-
sign subject headings or terms to articles
to facilitate their retrieval. These index-
es depend upon the expertise and consis-
tency of the indexers involved. Editors
also attempt to control the vocabulary
used for indexing, and terms tend to be
general rather than spec~lc. In general,
economic as well as intellectual con-
siderations limit the number of terms
that can be used to index individual
papers.

In S.SCZ there are several approaches
to subject analysis. In the Permuterm@
Subject Index (PSfl, every significant ti-
tle word or phrase is indexed. And in the
Citation index section, each cited refer-
ence becomes a symbolic representation
for the “subject” of the item cited. Thus,
you can retrieve citing articles indepen-
dent of their titles by using anyone of
the references they cited instead.

Conventional scholarly indexes also
focus on the literature of one field or dis-
cipline—history, psychology, sociology,
etc. But SSCZ is multidisciplinary, cov-
ering about 1,400 journals in more than
25 major fields of the social and behav-
ioral sciences (see Table 1). In addition,
SSC1 selectively covers articles relevant
to the social sciences from about 3,100
journals in the natural and physical
sciences which are fully covered in SCZ.
This selection procedure is done auto-
matically by computer, and is based on
citation patterns of the articles in these
selectively covered journals. Most
scholars would agree that the divisions
between the social science disciplines
are arbitrary. Yet SSCI is one of the few
information retrieval tools that is truly
multidisciplinary.

Conventional discipline-oriented in-
dexes are also quite selective in what
they choose to index even for the most
important journals. If you can’t find an
article on a given topic, you can’t be sure
whether it doesn’t exist or simply wasn’t
selected. SSCI indexes every significant

Table 1: Disciplines in the social and behavioral sci-
ences covered by SSCP.

Anthropology
Archaeology
Area Studies
Business & Finance
Communication
Community Health
Criminology & Penology
Demography
Economics
Educational Research
Ethnic Group Studies
Geography
History
Information & Library Science
International Relations
Law
Linguistics
Management
Marketing
Philosophy
Pofitical Science
Psychiatry
Psychology
Sociology
Statistics
Urban Planning & Development

item a journal publishes—articles, liter-
ature reviews, book reviews, editorials,
letters, meeting reports, correction
notes, discussions, etc. If you are trying
to verify a reference and can’t find it in
SSCI, you can be sure that it has not
been published in one of the journals
SSCI indexes.

Also, conventional indexes give ac-
cess to only one year of published liter-
ature. That is, they do not provide cross-
-references to relevant publications that
appeared before or after the particular
annual index you are searching. By in-
dexing reference citations, SSCZ breaks
the “time barrier. ” Whatever particular
volume you use, SSC1 enables you to
move forward or backward in time to
identify literature relevant to your topic.

For example, let’s assume you are in-
terested in one or more authors who
have published articles of interest to
you. They can be located in either the
Source Index or Citation Index sections
of SSC1. The Source Index corresponds
to the traditional author index. AU
authors who published articles during
the indexing period are arranged alpha-
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. .-
betically in the Source Index. Full bib-
liographic descriptions of their articles
are given. In addition, all references
cited in the article are listed with the
source article. This allows you to iden-
tify previously published sources that
the author found useful to the research
he or she addressed. Many of these cited
publications should also be relevant to
you. I should point out that A&HCI also
lists cited references with each indexed
source item. This unique feature of SSCI
and A&HCI is not provided in SCI strict-
ly because of space considerations. In
the online version of SSC1, this feature is
retained and is sometimes called the
“citation abstract .“ You can learn a
great deal about an article by examining
the list of papers and books it cited.

You can also locate the authors you
are looking for in the Citation Index sec-
tion of SSCI. The first author of each
cited item is listed alphabetically here.
Under that author’s name is a separate
line for every paper or book that was
cited. This is arranged in chronological
order, as in SCI. However, in A &HCI,
cited works are listed alphabetically.
Full bibliographic information on these
current sources is obtained by referring
to the Source Index.

Of course, you may not be familiar
with specific authors who are working
on a particular subject. In that case, you
can identify them through PSI. In this
keyword index, every significant word
or phrase in each article title is paired
with all others in the same title. The first
term of each main entry is printed in
boldface in PSI. Directly under that
word is listed every other word that was
paired with it, in alphabetic order. The
first authors of papers that used these
words in their titles follow.

This general introduction summarizes
the three basic uses of SSCI in retrieving
information. We’ll now illustrate each of
these with several searches to demon-
strate the simplicity of the system.

Suppose you are interested in self-ef-
ficacy theories. This subject is a part of
psychology that deals with people’s per-
ceptions of their own capabilities and

t lgure 1: sample entry from 1983 SsC[” Crt. tmn Index,

The cited author is Afbcrl Band.ra. Listed bcneatb his
name in chmnologic.1 order are the papers cited in 1983.
Beneath each cited paper follows tbe condensed citaticm
for each citing paper. Under the entry, “80 COGNITIVE

THf?RAPY RE 4263” are five papers that cifed Bandura’s
1980 article, “Gauging the relationsh~p between self.
efficacy ]ud~emem and action ,, Idkated to (he right of
each citing au fhor’~ mime m the ymrnal title, volume, fkst
page, and year,

BANDURA A

how these perceptions affect their be-
haviors and emotions when confronted
with a task. For example, if you aren’t
confident about your driving ability you
may feel overly anxious about hazardous
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road conditions such as rain or snow.
Or, you may avoid demanding traffic sit-
uations or winding mountain roads. On
the other hand, overconfident drivers
take unnecessary risks they can’t handle,
such as passing cars on blind curves.

It is possible that you know that a
prominent researcher in this field is
Albert Bandura. You might even recall
or have a reprint of hk paper, “Gauging
the relationship between self-efficacy
judgement and action,” published in
1980 in Cognitive Thempy and Re-
search. You ask yourself, “What has
happened since that paper was pub-
lished? Has he or anyone else done any
further work?”

To quickly answer these questions,
you simply turn to the Citation Index
section of SSC1 and look under “Ban-
dura A.” Using the latest index avail-
able, it is easy to determine that this pa-
per was cited in five articles in 1983,
shown in Figure 1. These five current cit-
ing papers, involving over a half dozen
authors, have commented on Bandura’s
1980 article and they will probably add
to your knowledge of self-efficacy
theories. Of course, you could do the
same search for the many other articles
Bandura has published on this and other
subjects. For example, Bandura’s 1981
paper in Journal of Personality and
Social Psychology has been cited by him
and others in papers they published in
1983. The illustration in Figure 1 is an
abridged sample of Bandura’s cited
works. In fact, the 1983 SSCI Citation
Index includes six columns on his cited
publications.

Figure 2 gives complete bibliographic
data for each of the five papers that cited
Bandura’s 1980 article in Cognitive
Therapy and Research, including the ti-
tle, author, journal, etc. They were ob-
tained from the Source Index of the 1983
SSCI annual. As you can see, the Source
Index lists all the references each of
these papers cited. Many of these citing
publications deal dikectly with various
aspects of the theory of self-efficacy,
while others support points made in
Bandura’s article. Thus, in a simple two-

step procedure involving the Citation In-
dex and Source Index you now have a
current bibliography of five relevant
publications related to seff-efficacy
theory. Through the references these
authors have cited, you could identify
several dozen earlier papers.

If you are not familiar with this litera-
ture or the subject, you will not be aware
of Bandura or any other author in the
field. In that case, you would choose the
appropriate keyword or phrase to start
your search with PSI. In Figure 3, the
entries for the term “seff-efficacy” in the
1983 PSI are shown. This term has been
used in combination with many other
keywords. In fact you can see an entry
for Bandura under each of the terms
“determinants,” “fears,” “calamities,”
etc. When you turn to the Source Index,
you find his 1983 papers that used these
words in their titles.

The arrowheads in the column pre-
ceding the author entry in Figure 3 are
used to limit your scanning if you want to
identify all the articles that use seff-
efficacy in their titles, By checking only
those authors with this symbol you can
avoid repetitive look-ups of the same ar-
ticle or author. The arrowhead quickly
tells you the number of unique first
authors who have published articles on
self-efficacy. Twenty-three first authors
discussed various aspects of self-efficacy
theory in the 1983 SSCI. Two of them—
D.H. Schunk and J. Barling—wrote
more than one article using the same
primary and co-terms listed in PSI. They
are indicated by an “@” sign.

Incidentally, had you looked up these
23 authors, you would have also found
an additional group of 26 coauthors in
the Source Index, all of whom are cross-
-referenced to the first authors. While the
Source Index supports the other sections
of SSC1, its main purpose is to help you
determine what an author has published.
This allows you to track the work of a
specific author over time. By using the
Source Indexes for the last 20 years, you
can follow the publication history of that
individual. While Bandura has published
many earlier papers, which can best be
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Figure 2: 19835SCFSoun-e Index retries for authors cmng Bandura’s I‘%0 paper, G. ugmg the relationship between self-
efficacy judgement and action, ” CoRn!r!\’e Iher.py and Rewamh. The cited paper is indicated by boxes,
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—Ffgure 3: 1983 SSCP PSI. The main entry, “self-efficacy,”
has been paired with all other significant fenns. The co-
terms Bandura used with “self-efficacy” in his 1983 DaDers
are indicated by boxes.
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identified using the five-year cumula-
tion, Figure 4 shows that in 1983 he
published two articles on self-efficacy,
one of which he coauthored with D. Cer-
vone. Bandura also wrote two shorter
pieces, an editorial in the Journai of
Japanese Psychological Research and a
“short” note in Psychological Review.

I should point out that full biblio-
graphic data for an article in the Source
Index are listed only under the entry for
the first author. However, a cross-
-reference is provided for every coau-

thor. Thus, if you remember having seen
an article on self-efficacy by Cervone,
the Source Index would direct you to
look under “Bandura A“ for complete
information. This is illustrated in Fig-
ure 5.

These cross-references serve a useful
purpose in helping you to verify partially
remembered citations. This function is
crucial because it is extremely important
to supply an accurate and complete set
of references when you submit a manu-
script for publication. Even if you don’t
remember in what year a particular
paper was published, you can use the
five-year cumulation of SSCI to scan
the complete lists of papers for an
author. If it was published from 1966 on-
ward, you can find it in SSC1.

If you are so inclined, you can also use
the Citation Index to identify papers
published even more than 20 years ago.
As long as the paper or book in question
has been cited even once from 1966 to
1983, a condensed citation for it will ap-
pear in the Citation Index of SSCI. To
obtain full bibliographic data you can go
to the library and retrieve any of the cur-
rent publications that have cited it and
look in their reference lists.

You can also use the Citation Index of
any annual or cumulated SSCY edition to
compile a partial bibliography of an au-
thor’s works. This list will usually in-
clude the author’s most influential pa-
pers or books, as shown in Figure 1.

Indexes are not always used to do
comprehensive searches. Very often we
simply want to retrieve a partially re-
membered citation. As long as you can
recall part of the title, you can use PSI
for those keywords. Once you recognize
the author’s name, you can confirm you
have the right paper by examining its ti-
tle in the Source Index. You can then
either check your reprint collection or
the journal itself in your library if you
are still unsure that this is indeed the
right paper.

The Corporate Index section of SSCZ
is still another option for identifying
authors and their publications. It is ar-
ranged by country and city, and subdi-
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Figure 4: 1983 SSCP Source Index entries for Bandura’s
1983 papers. In addttion to full btbfiographic i“funnation,
the Source Index indicates the number of references each
article contained and provides condensed citations for
each. The sample shows that Bandura published two arti-
cles, an edkcmial, and a note in [983. ‘%Self-efficacy deter-
minants of anticipated fears md calamities” was p“h.
lished in Journal of Personality and .%ctol Psychology,

volume 45, issue 2, pages 464 through 469, 1983, and ccm-

tained 34 references. The second article, coauthored with
D. Cer.mne, “Self-evaluative and self-efficacy mecha-
nisms governing the motivatiomd effects of goal systems, ”
was published in Journal of Personohty and Social

Psychology, volume 45, issue 5, pages 1017 through 1028,
1983, and contained 26 references. Band”ra’s affiliaticm
and address are repeated bemath each of the entries,
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Figure 51983 SSCP Source Index, showin~ an example of
a cross-refcre”ce for D. Cervone (in box), a coauthor of
Band.ra’s t983 article published in Journal of Personality

and Social Psychology. The entry directs you to look
under the primary author, ,,BANDURA A.” for comptete
bibliographic information o“ this article, which is includ-
ed in F@re 4,
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tided by organization and department.
Under the department heading are listed
all papers published by members of that
department. A condensed citation for
each article is provided, Figure 6 shows
that Bandura is listed under the Depart-
m ent of Psychology, Stanford Universi-
ty, Stanford, California. The Source in-
dex will give you full bibliographic infor-
mation for each of his papers, as shown
in Figure 4.

You’ll also notice in Figure 6 that each
publication is coded by type-note,
meeting, editorial, letter, etc. Original,
substantive research articles are not cod-
ed simply because they are the most
common type of publication indexed.

However, in the social sciences and
humanities, book reviews are quite com-
mon. Indeed, SSC1 is the only informa-
tion retrieval service for the social
sciences that indexes book reviews com-
prehensively. The reviewer is treated as
an author in the Source Index. For ex-
ample, Figure 6 indicates that C.N. Jack-
lin wrote a review in Contempomry Psy-
ch ology of a book by J. Sayers. Figure 7a
shows the Source Index entry for this
review from the 1983 SSC1. In addition,
the author of the book is listed in the
Citation Index, as shown in Figure 7b.

Book reviews and the monographs
and books they discuss are crucial forms
of communication in the social and be-
havioral sciences. Critical reviews of
these books and monographs are useful
and important information sources for
social scientists. From 1966 to date,
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Figure 6t 1983 SSCP Corpomte Index, geographic section.
The main heading shows the name of the state. All subdi-
visions arc alphabetized. Each city entry includes the
name of each institution or departmental subdivision in
which authors have published during the indexing period.
In this sample, “California” is followed by “Stanford,” be-

neath which is found “Stanford Univ, ” which includes

“Dept PsychoI.” The list of papers puhfisfmd by this de-
partment follows. Only the first author of each paper is
shown, Bandura’s 1983 publications am indicated by the
box.

CALIFORNIA
STANFORD
●STANFORD UNIV

●DEPT ~YCHtiT .. .......... ..... ...... ............. ..... ...... ..............
GOLDMAN HH HOSPCOMMU 34 129 83
KORAN LM GEM HOSPPS●&E(F’FPSSYCllf4T4 BEHAVSCI . ..... .......?.........’....?..

AM J PSYCHI 140 708 03------
MAGLIOZiJR J NiRV-MENi M 17i 246 E3
REEO GL INTJ EEHAV 6 51 83
WARO MM PSYCHOS MEO 45 471 83

● 8EHA V MEO ‘*DA U
AGRAS WS _J. ~

●SIXJA1
131LL:N&5 AG

GRAHAM

“-

, r..”, -m

CONS CLIN M 51 792 83
1 FCOL LAJ3-- .-—.-
i ADDfCT 8EHA 8 205 83

‘ULFVBEHA V MEL) UB
I LE J CONS CLIN N 51 322 83

~.... ............................
,- A J PERS SOC 45 464 83

–,.- 45 1017 03

L ‘“ PSYCHOL REV N 90 -166 E3J
AL CR 54 148 E3

BOWER GH PHI T ROY B 302 387 83
CARNEY T PERCEPTION 11 529 82
CLAR: HH J VERB LEAR 22 245 83

. 2? 5+1 F13
ELLSWORT.PC CRIME DELIN X ili ii
FELOMAN SS CHILO OEV 54 1626 83

DEVEL PSYCH 19 276 83
FLAVELL JH COG PSYCHOL 15 95 83

,, 15 459 S3

32
R

1:
‘;

198!
9

w

no i~
145 83
667 83
388 83
163 83
XQ 83
379 83

80 83
493 83
603 83
380 83
433 82
147 83
313 83
632 83
227 83
543 83
3W 83
447 83
167 83
270 83

22 83
713 83
293 B3

WATSON AB PENC PSYCH 33 113 83
VESAVAGE JA J GERONTOL 38 197 83

● OEPT SCl .......... ...... ....... ............. ...E=12 . . ..a<
CAVALLIS.L NATURE

● OEPl =~ .. ........... ............ ...... ...... .............. ...... ...... ...

SSCI has indexed about 370,000 book
reviews. This is in addition to the
330,000 book reviews indexed in A&HCI
from 1976 to date. For space and eco-
nomic reasons, we do not index all book
reviews in SC1. But we do now include in

SC1 all book reviews appearing in Sci-
ence and Nature. Unlike the social sci-
ences, there is considerably less interest
in book reviews in the sciences.7

This primer on how to use SSCZ does
not describe various other strategies for
increasing the scope of a literature
search, such as cycling. These methods
are described in detail and fully ilhsstrat-
ed in my book on citation indexing.s The
annual SSC1 Guide also includes de-
tailed instructions and sample searches,
as well as a complete list of j ournals cov-
ered. Our purpose here is limited to
helping you use SSCI to find a few key
current papers.

Any undergraduate can be taught the
basic purpose of SSCI in minutes.
Anyone who can use an alphabetic tele-
phone directory can use either the
Source Index to determine what an au-
thor has published or the Citation Index
to find out where a particular work has
been cited or quoted. If neither of these

Fkgure 7m 1983 SSCP Source Index showing a sample entry
for a book review. C,N. Jacklin is the reviewer of the
book, Biological Polilics—Feminist and A nti.Femi.ts(

Perspective by J. Sayers. The bcek review was published
in Contemporary Psychology, volume 28, issue 5, pages
3SS through 2439, 1983. The review cited two references.
one of which is the bcmk being reviewed (in box). Jack-
Iin’s affiliation and address are given beneath the entry.

JACKLDI CN
BIOL~L FMfTU5 - FEN3NfSTANOAIM-FEN3SOSF
PEwm-m3 - SAYER5,Jo AooRm7Ew
cow Psvcno 28(51:388-3s9 8> 2R

Figure 7b: 19EL3SSCP Citation Index entry for 1. Sayer’s
1982 bcok, Biologiccd Politics—Fem inis: and A nti-

Feminist Perspectives. The beak was cited in four 1983

publications, o“e editorial a“d three book reviews. The
review by Jacklin, shown in Figure 7a, is indicated by the
hex.

SAYERS ~
71 ENDOCRINOLOGY m 10b3

SEE SCl FOR IS AOOMONAL CfTATfONS
75 NAROLINSNAS RES MET
77 ANN NY ACAO SCI W7 220

~E~&~f&R 4 ADtW7fOPJALCf7A7fONS
J GER3NTOL 38 13083

52 EOOLfwncs FEMOAI
FAUSTOS1 A CONT SCCIOL B 12 34683

1 JACKLIN CN CONT PSYCHO B 28 3S4 03

=5AFEEM~l;T REv 8 91
(NT J WOMEN 6 71 83

SAYERS Mli
73 BAfT J HAEMATOL 24 2S4

SEE SCl FOR 9 AOO17FONAL CITATIONS
SZARFARG SC REV SAUDE P 17 2S083
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approaches is sufficient, you can do a
keyword search in PSI.

SSCI is the print version of a comput-
erized data base called Socia[ SC’I-
SEA RCHW. The data base can be ac-
cessed online through DIALOG, BRS,
and DIMDI. You can also access these
files by using our Sci-Mate ‘M soft-
ware—the Universal Online Searcher.~
Once you’ve located a relevant record
you can “download” it to your personal
microcomputer.

Weekly updates of the social sciences
literature can be obtained through 1S1’s
Automatic Subject Citation Alert
(ASCA@ ). 10This selective dissemination
of information service permits you to
customize searches to suit your inter-
ests. You simply submit a profile of tar-
get authors, subjects, journal sets, insti-

tutions, etc., and ASCA automatically
identifies all publications related to it. It
is a simple “clipping service” that per-
mits you to identify who is reviewing or
citing your work, among other things.
ASCA covers the totality of journals in-
dexed in SSCI and SCI.

The one-page summary entitled “How
to use the SSC~’ is provided for those
who would like to introduce students to
this information retrieval system. Copies
of this summary can be made without
permission. In addition, you can request
a portfolio of sample searches from 1S1.

*****

My thanks to Alfred Welljams-Dorof
for his help in the preparation of this
essay.
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How to Use the
Social Sciences Citation Index

(sscn

Social Sciences Citation Indexm (SSCF )
fully indexes the contents of over 1,400 jour-
nals in the social and behavioral sciences,
and selectively covers another 3,100 journals
in the natural and physical sciences, which
publish over 125,000 articles per year. SSC1
is published in annual and five-year cumulat-
ed editions.

Four basic indexes comprise the SSCI sys-
tem.

Source Index. An alphabetic listing of all
authors and all papers pubfished during the
period covered by the index. Full biblio-
graphic information is provided, including
authors, title, journal, volume, issue num-
ber, full pagination, year of publication,
number of references cited, and address. In
addition, condensed citations of all refer-
ences included in the indexed article are also
shown.

Citation Index. An alphabetic listing of
first authors of cited papers, books, etc. List-
ed under each cited item is the condensed
citation for each citing paper.

Permuterm m Subject Index (PSI). Uses
words appearing in the titles of articles as in-
dexing terms. All significant title words are
permuted to create all possible pairs. Each
pair then becomes a separate entry in PSI.

Corporate Index. Consists of two comple-
mentary parts. The geographic section is
subdivided by country, city, institution, de-
partment, etc. The alphabetic organization
section cross-references each institution with
its geographic location.

The following examples from the 1983

SSC1 illustrate how easy it is to use.
To find the most recent information rele-

vant to M.M. Baltes’s 1976 paper, “Reestab-
lishing self-feeding in a nursing home resi-
dent,” Nursing Research 25(1):24-26, turn to
the Cifa tion Index, shown in Figure A. Com-
plete bibliographic information for each

citing paper can be obtained from the Source
Index.

If you know little about research on nurs-
ing homes, you can start your search in PSI.

As shown in Figure B, a check under the
main heading “nursing-home” reveals that
the hyphenated term has been used together
with many other terms. Among these co-
terms are “accidents,” “advocacy,” “aging,”
“care, ” etc., followed in each case by the
names of relevant authors. The Source Index
provides full information on these authors’
articles.

You can also check if a particular author
has published anything during an indexing
period by finding the name in the Source In-
dex. For example, Figure C shows that in
1983 Baltes published two articles entitled
“On the social ecology of dependence and
independence in elderly nursing-home resi-
dents—a replication and extension, ” and
“The microecology of residents and staff-be-
havior mapping in a nursing-home.” The
former paper is in English, and the latter in
German. Baltes also published a comment
entitled “Cognitive performance deficits and

hospitalization-learned helplessness, in-
strumental passivity, or what. ”

The Corporate Index identifies all papers
published at a given institution. For exam-
ple, Figure D shows that numerous depart-
ments are found following the entry “Free
Univ Berlin” under the city heading “Berlin”
that follows the main heading “Fed Rep
Ger.” One of these is the department with
which Baltes is affiliated, “Dept Gerontopsy-
chiat. ”

SSCf’s multidkciplinary coverage and
cross-referencing are its main advantages for
students and scholars. Anatomy, nutrition,
dentistry, and instrumentation may all be
relevant to anthropology, for example. Con-
versely, citations in an anthropology article
may reveal relationships to other fields.

A detailed schematic explanation of
search techniques appears in the front mat-

ter of each SSCI edition. A complete Guide

and Lists of Source Publications are also
printed separately each year.

01984 1S1
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Sample entries from the 1983 Social Sciences Citation Irrdex8 (SSCF ).

Ffgure A: Sample entry from SSCrs C, faI!on Index.
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F’fgIIr. C, Sample entry from sscn .fou,., rttdex.
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Ffgure D: Sample enlry from JSCrs CmpcImIe Index,

geographic section,
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